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véritable") (Proust, 1971, 342) , "Poetic creation" ("La création poétique") (Proust, 1971, 412-413) and "The decline of inspiration" ("Le déclin de l'inspiration") (Proust, 1971, 422-423) . Even these titles seem unconventional for Proust who in his critical prose usually uses proper names in titles, whether these are the names of the reviewed authors, opponent critics or mistresses of salons.
We will not dwell on the very concept of art in the works of the future author of the "Search":
Proust's aesthetics is described in detail. A starting point of our study is the study of A. Henry (Henry, 1981) that showed that the Proust original ideas of the aesthetic are dependent not only on the obvious influence of Ruskin, but also on the ideas of the German Romantics acquired in his youth. In the Russian literature the works of A.N. Taganov are devoted to this subject, and we share his point of view, according to which "the artistic system of Proust has initially "focusing" character. Emerging at the intersection of traditions, rationalist and irrational tendencies, it incorporates a variety of manifestations of literary life, and then distinctively "breaks" them giving them a new direction" (Taganov, 1993, 27) . A.N. Taganov also considers the conditions of formation of the Proust aesthetic position in the context of crisis of naturalism associating romantic and platonic aspects of this position with rejection of dominants of the previous literary era common for the generation. Thus, Proust was never really an original theoretician, his reflection is interesting not by the novelty of ideas, but by their combination and transformation.
Vocabulary of the texts of our interest brings quite traditional axiomatics to the fore: "truth", Compagnon remarked that the characters-creators in the "Search" -Bergotte, Elstir, Vinteuil -have no rivals because "they represent a synthesis of many artists" (Compagnon, 1989, 25) . In a sense, the strategy of the critic Proust is directed at the other side the same effect: a name and identity are given only to those whose art he recognizes as real, so there can be no literary competition on 
This is the real line of division between
Proust and the Symbolists. Proust and Mallarmé, as noted by F. Rosengarten (Rosengarten, 2001, 172) , operate with the same categories and even words, share a common ideal, but they are different in understanding of the writer's relationship with the public. According to the researcher, the reason is that Proust believes in clear to all, universal laws and, accordingly, requires from the art to appeal to all, not to the chosen ones. In our view, in addition to this belief, there is another Proust's belief that is fundamentally different from that of the Symbolists, relativistic and much less classical, concerning the dependence of the value hierarchies in art from the intentions of the recipient. This representation implies, firstly, the thought of the inability to control fate of his text, which, of course, disturbed the writer while working on his main work, and secondly, the anxiety about the author and the reader's purity, ability to read and write without thinking.
In "True Beauty" anxiety gets another embodiment: the essay begins with a comparison of the two variants of perception of beauty: for some people the pleasure of books is no different from all sensual pleasures ("flowers, wonderful days, women"), while others "suffering from an excess of sincerity" are looking for depth (Proust, 1971, 342) . This simple opposition is replaced by the following one, which describes the inner break in consciousness of the "too sincere": "They endlessly ask themselves whether your own idea really brings pleasure, or it is just a passion for fashion" (Ibid.). Uncertainty about your own authenticity, about whether the depth is not false itself, whether it is borrowed from outside, from the surrounding noise -a theme for and Baudelaire (Proust 1989, 226) , but among the keys to the "literary archetype" (Nicole, 64) there are no novels; it seems to us that a version that it is one of the components of the overall strategy of displacement of the "fathers" and suppression of the sources of Proust is quite right (Bouillaguet, 2000) . Not only drafts of the "Search", but also the earlier texts allow us to see the displacement. "The poet" in "Poetic creativity" wrote a novel, in "The true beauty" the restless souls of readers find shelter from Leconte de Lisle and Flaubert, that is a poet and a novelist. Finally, the most vivid proof of that the art for Proust begins to be identifed with the art of the novel is in "Against the uncertainty". As was stated above, in article one of the main evaluation criteria becomes flexibility, a universal soul ("l'âme universelle") that is best expressed not in allegories, but in the more personal. As standards and a reproach to the "young poets" he set, however, not poetry, 
